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WINTER DREAMS
MOM Park will once again help your dreams come true
this holiday season. Just let yourself be carried away by
the heartwarming festive offers and the perfect gifts will
call out to you.
The magic will not only be felt along the shelves:
MOM Park’s Christmas photo shoot welcomes you and
your family again this year between 3 and 16 December
at MOM Park! In addition to bringing joy to your loved
ones with the photos, you will also cheer up the beneficiaries of the Humanitas Social Foundation, since in
line with our longstanding tradition, we are offering the
funds raised from photography and calendars for charity.
Holiday tunes will once again be performed by Cziffra
Street Piano and the award-winning Young Talents
of the Cziffra Festival, creating a cosy atmosphere.
The only thing you need for a perfect Christmas is
a guide that we prepared with plenty of love, filled
with countless ideas, and are hereby presenting to you.
Let our magazine inspire you when picking gifts,
choosing Christmas decoration, planning the holiday
menu, and even for family programmes. And don’t
forget: we are excited to welcome you with our fully
renewed interior design!
MOM Park wishes you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Anna Szegedi
MOM Park marketing- and PR-director
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Hasbro Monopoly Game of Thrones board game (Collector’s Edition)
– Müller: HUF 12 790

Lovely Advent Calender Make-up – Douglas: HUF 9 900

Plush toy – H&M: HUF 3 490
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Apple Watch Series 4 GPS,
Space Grey, aluminium casing,
Black Sport Loop band –
iCentre: HUF 157 990

DJI Ryze Tello drone – iCentre: HUF 33 990

Gold pumpkin ornament – Arioso: HUF 12 500

David Bailey – History of Aranycsapat – Libri: HUF 4 999

FROM ME TO YOU
Every gift has its own story. It tells a story about us, the giver, saying that for an entire year we kept an eye
on wishes, observed dreams, and constantly surveyed secret desires. It tells a story about the recipient,
saying that they are unique, irreplaceable and infinitely important, whose single smile is worth all the
treasures in the world. It tells a story about both of us, saying that together we fill the days with joy and love,
and for this we are grateful to each other.
It also tells a story of why we give gifts: for a single, perfectly happy moment. Surely, it’s worth embarking
on finding the right one.
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Coat – Gant: HUF 158 990

Bra – Reserved: HUF 3 995

Blouse – Reserved: HUF 6 995

Rose ring – Pandora: HUF 22 500

Rose hoop earrings – Pandora: HUF 27 900

Paul Hewitt watch –
Silver Islands: HUF 56 900

Darsena bag – Liu Jo: HUF 63 590

Lola shoes – Liu Jo: HUF 60 590

MAGIC WARDROBE
It’s not only the presents that make Christmas memorable for children. Preparing for the holiday together, browsing through
beautifully gift-wrapped cosmetics, trying on shiny sparkling dresses and exquisite shoes and experimenting with special occasion
hairstyles can be a more lasting experience than snatching any desired gift. Involve your children and let them help in creating
festive outfits, bravely facing the prospect that your appearance this year will be more colourful than ever!
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JOHANNA: Patterned tie neck blouse – Luisa Cerano: HUF 97 500 / Faux leather skirt – Promod: HUF 12 995 / Lacquer ankle boots – Reserved: HUF 14 995 / Metal band silver watch – Guess: HUF 49 000 /
Silver and rose gold bracelet – Silver Islands, Swarovski: HUF 21 900 / Alligator print shoulder bag – Reserved: HUF 9 995 / Alligator print key ring – Guess: HUF 9 490 / Leather gloves – Promod: HUF 9 995 /
NÓRA: Knitted cardigan – H&M: HUF 2 990 / Polka dot shirt – H&M: HUF 3 490 / Corduroy skirt – Benetton: HUF 7 990 / Tights – Benetton: HUF 4 490 (2 pcs) /
Card company decorative box, grey – Müller: HUF 3 690 / Plush rabbit – Müller: HUF 4 490 / Wild Thing fake fur pillow – BUTLERS: HUF 9 989 / Hang on bauble – BUTLERS: HUF 990 /
Hang on decoration, gold bar – BUTLERS: HUF 1 990 / Hang on decoration, glass star – BUTLERS: HUF 1 990 / Lindt Christmas gift, praline – Müller: HUF 3 390 / Glass perfume dispenser – Müller: HUF 2 690 /
Max Factor Nude eye shadow palette – Müller: HUF 3 995 / Ocean treasures colouring book – Müller: HUF 3 490
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STYLISH END
OF THE YEAR
A new, multibrand store is opening in MOM
Park to bring pleasure to women who prefer
ageless and diverse fashion! Explore the newest
collections of internationally popular brands such
as Betty Barclay, Oui, Monari, Marc Aurel and Mac!
Choose from the stylish and high quality pieces for
everyday life and holidays, and dress up head to
toe in Your own way!
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I LEARNED IT FROM YOU
In the hustle and bustle preceding the holidays, it’s important to stop from time to time and honour family
traditions, or to introduce new traditions with the younger generation. It’s a perfect opportunity to show how a tie
is tied impeccably, or how leather shoes are shined. When the gentlemanly outfit is ready from head to toe, play can
commence! It’s a good idea, for example, to organize a chess or poker tourney, or play Monopoly or Scrabble and
find out who the winner is and whether the tables will be turned.
Elegant trousers –
H&M (Holiday Collection): HUF 15 490
Pullover – Gant: HUF 47 990
Shirt – Gant: HUF 51 990

Mixed cashmere coat – H&M
(Holiday Collection): HUF 39 990

Paul Hewitt watch – Silver Islands:
HUF 56 900

Makassar Patchouli,
Eau de parfum –
H&M: HUF 6 990

Cufflinks – Gant: HUF 21 990
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Leather shoes – Reserved: HUF 19 995

BALÁZS: Plaid pullover – Gant: HUF 94 990 / White shirt – Griff, Seidensticker: HUF 21 980 / Silk scarf – Laag & Hill, Striessnig: HUF 14 980 / Jeans – Gant: HUF 37 990 /
Shoes – Griff, The Great Getzby: HUF 26 900 / Gold–rimmed optical glasses / Christian Dior: HUF 106 990 / Silver metal band watch: Silver Islands, Thomas Sabo: HUF 101 100 /
Backpack – Laag & Hill, Camp David: HUF 49 990 / Plaid scarf: Griff, The Great Getzby: HUF 14 900 /
BOTOND: Knitted colour block cardigan – Primigi: HUF 13 599 / Plaid shirt – Gant: HUF 28 990 / Jeans – Benetton: HUF 6 490 / Boots – Primigi: HUF 22 069 / Striped knitted scarf – Gant: HUF 13 990 /
Brachiosaurus – Müller: HUF 6 890 / ‘Bees’ story book by Piotr Socha – Libri: HUF 7 490 / Card company decorative box, grey – Müller: HUF 4 390 /
A Whole Life by Robert Seethaler – Libri: HUF 3 490 / Toy place chessboard – Müller: HUF 6 890 / Bolero B/5 weekly calendar, claret – Müller: HUF 3 590
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TUNED FOR THE HOLIDAYS
In addition to lights, fragrances and flavours, a necessary feature of the
holidays is music. Christmas carols immediately create an intimate mood,
especially when playing from a cutting-edge speaker like the B&O PLAY
Beoplay A9. This one-point music system is a true contemporary classic
where effective design meets the latest in sound technology.
No matter where you choose to place the A9, it’s going to look beautiful
with its graceful stands, and it can even be mounted on the wall with a
special console.
Its appearance is only surpassed by its performance: it only requires a single
digital source of music to fill the entire apartment with crystal clear sound.
Holiday classics have never sounded better!
Experience the perfect audio now at the MOM Park iCentre store!
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A BIT OF CHRISTMAS
Did you know that decorating the tree with fondant (“salon candy”
in Hungarian) is an original Hungarian tradition? Salon candy is an
invention from the second half of the 19th century; earlier, people hung
fruits, gingerbread or stone fruits on the tree. Since Christmas trees
were set up in the most prominent room of the home, the name of
the candy required little thought. Initially, families used to make their
own candy, wrapped in tinfoil with fringed ends, but subsequently
confectioners also came up with their own secret recipes.
Szamos fondants have been adding to the brightness of the holiday for
decades as their luscious flavour combinations come in packaging that
is truly an eye candy. Marzipan versions are available in plain and filled
varieties, while pralines come in three flavours to choose from.
Come and choose from salon candy specialities at the MOM Park
Szamos Confectionary!

Lego / Disney, Cinderella’s Dream Castle – Müller: HUF 22 190
Dobble card game
– Müller: HUF 3 690

Lego Juniors / Jurassic World, T-Rex Breakout
– Müller: HUF 12 990

Alan Alexander Milne
- Róbert Alföldi Winnie-the-Pooh (audiobook)
– Libri: HUF 3 270

Waggles, the walking dachshund
– Müller: HUF 8 590

Transformers 6 Hero DJ figure – Müller: HUF 13 690

Play-Doh kitchen help – Müller: HUF 6 190

WILL YOU
TELL IT AGAIN?

Brigitte Weninger - 24 Christmas Tales – Libri: HUF 3 990
Maisto Bburago, VW T1 „Samba” Bus – HUF 5 490

There is simply no way to get bored of our favourite Christmas stories because each retelling varies and is about a story that
is a little different. They are passed on through generations, from hand to hand, only to spirit away young and old members
of the family on a cold winter night. Dickens, Andersen, and the Grimm Brothers are all lined up with their most beautiful tales,
and all we have to do is get wrapped in a cosy soft blanket and set out on a journey to our imagination.
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NÓRA: Cotton pullover with hearts – H&M: HUF 3 990 / Red turtleneck – Benetton: HUF 2 990 / Cotton skirt with hearts – H&M: HUF 3 490 / Tights – Calzedonia: HUF 1 595 /
Heart–shaped stone inlay earrings – Silver Islands, Thomas Sabo: HUF 33 300 / Heart–shaped glitter bag – H&M: HUF 2 990 /
BOTOND: Colour block knitted pullover – Benetton: HUF 11 490 / Cotton shirt – H&M: HUF 3 490 / Chino trousers – Primigi: HUF 11 899 / Socks – Benetton: HUF 2 990 (2 pcs) /
Card company decorative box, white – Müller: HUF 4 390 / Plain wrapping paper – Müller: HUF 455 /sheet / Satin ribbon, red – Pirex: HUF 590 / ‘Bees’ storybook, Piotr Socha – Libri: HUF 7 490 /
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, Newt Scamander – Libri: HUF 8 980 / Farmer ranch board game – Müller: HUF 6 490 / Settlers of Catan board game – Müller: HUF 7 990 /
Gold bar-shaped purse – Müller: HUF 1 690 / Chevrolet Corvette ’57 minicar – Müller: HUF 6 490 / Heating pad mouse figure – Müller: HUF 4 990 /
Lena attachable letter wood blocks, 300 pcs – Müller: HUF 3 990
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A CHRISTMAS MEMORY
WITH PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT
At MOM Park, the holiday season is never just about shopping: once again we are always planning to add more substance to
the festive hustle and bustle by Christmas programmes. This December, once again a magical decoration and a professional
photographer awaits you and your family to let you have a personal family photo to remember the holidays. We did not forget our
joint charitable act, so we are offering the funds raised from photography and the calendars available for purchase on-site to the
benefit of the Humanitas Social Foundation.

Register now at the MOM Park website and commemorate the
intimate moments of your anticipation between 3 and 16 December
at the MOM Park’s Christmas photo shoot!
And if you feel your holiday mood is worthy of a musical
commemoration, try the Cziffra Street Piano located at the
square in front of the Szamos Confectionary, offering
an opportunity of self-expression for all music
enthusiasts. What’s more, the instrument will be
played by the award-winning Young Talents of
the Cziffra Festival on the 8th, 15th and 22nd
day of December from 7.00 p.m.

Powder brush – Douglas: HUF 4 800
Mirror – Douglas: HUF 1 990

Lash Augmented Mascara set
– Douglas: HUF 4 990

Matt liquid lipstick –
Bobbi Brown: HUF 10 500

Couleur Végétale nail polish, Pourpre
color – Yves Rocher: HUF 1 390
Smokey chrystal eye shadow, Limited Edition
Palette – Bobbi Brown: HUF 11 500
Couleur Végétale nail polish, Or Pailleté
color – Yves Rocher: HUF 1 390

Jimmy Choo Fever, Eau de parfum –
Douglas: HUF 13 600

AS GOLD AS THE GINGERBREAD
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The most spectacular season of the year will be over in a blink of an eye, so stop for a moment and enjoy the glimmer!
The sparkling Christmas lights won’t divert the attention away from your festive outfit if the shine of gold is used smartly.
You can choose a brocade dress with golden threads and wear precious metal jewels as accessories, but you could also
highlight a simple outfit with glittering eye shadow, dramatic lashes and satin lipstick. Take your time to experiment and
achieve that perfect impression for the family photos!

Lurex gold and black dress – Michael Kors: HUF 73 000 / Gold earrings – MAX&Co.: HUF 24 390 / Gold necklace with text – Guess: HUF 16 900 /
Stone inlay ring – Mohito: HUF 1 595 (2 pcs) / Gold watch with metal band – Guess: HUF 59 000 / Stone inlay gold bracelet – MAX&Co.: HUF 36 690 /
Gold alligator print bag – Coccinelle: HUF 102 900 / Optical glasses – Optic World, Versace: HUF 66 990 / Tea cup – Anita Delicate: HUF 5 600 /
Teestube tea sugar, brown, roasted candy sugar – Müller: HUF 395 / Bahlsen Feinster Spekulatius butter cookies – Müller: HUF 575 / Artebene pen – Pirex: HUF 2 190
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Foil balloon gold „X” – BUTLERS: HUF 390

Leaf wreath – BUTLERS: HUF 14 900
Tealight candle holder – BUTLERS: HUF 1 990

LED festoon Christmas tree –
Tchibo: HUF 4 995

Glowing LED XMAS sign – BUTLERS: HUF 8 900

LED festoon lighting – Tchibo: HUF 5 995

MAKE HOME FESTIVE
A perfect decoration is the foundation of good mood. In December, homes also don their festive cloak: when the season begins,
wreaths are placed on doors, the first decorations and candles find their way to the shelves, and windows are highlighted by
festoon lamps. If there is a small, or eternal, child in the family, in addition to the traditional decoration you may want to allow
some playfulness and humour. Funny home decors might sound strange at first, but this is precisely their charm: they put a smile
on everyone’s face regardless of age, and you will reap success from young and old alike!
20

BUTLERS:
Hang On doughnut: HUF 2 490
Hang On fries: HUF 1 290
Hang On hot dog HUF 1 900
Hang On sloth: HUF 2 290
Hang On record player: HUF 2 490

THE FUNNY SIDE OF THE TREE
There are as many homes as there are Christmas trees. Trees can be dressed up in countless styles: they can be elegant,
monochrome, eclectic, minimal, playful, or even astounding! The results are only limited by imagination, considering that
the range of glass decorations are expanding each year. You can choose between hundreds of shapes, colours, and sizes,
so your Christmas tree can be a faithful reflection of your personality.
In the sea of classic and unconventional decorations, you too will find the one that suits your taste the most.
21

Cookie server Christmas tree –
BUTLERS: HUF 8 990

Cookie plates – Tchibo: HUF 5 995
Cookies – Bagatellini

Cookie Jar with
Merry & Bright text
– BUTLERS: HUF 1 290

Cookie cutter reindeer –
BUTLERS: HUF 790

Après paper napkin –
BUTLERS: HUF 990

OH, HOW SWEET!
Not many of us know that from among the season favourites, we have the Germans to thank for the Christmas tree,
the glass ornaments, the nutcracker, and even the small biscuits, the so-called plätzchen. According to tradition,
in the Yuletide season sweets are prepared in abundance at every house and then distributed in the neighbourhood,
to relatives and to family. We can embark on a long journey with biscuits in a decorative Christmas box, but they are
also gorgeous piled up in an elegant cookie server when expecting guests. Do not try to play it safe with the quantities,
and perhaps you’ll have something left after the holidays, too.
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JOHANNA: Turquoise velvet dress – Michael Kors: HUF 78 000 / Jacquard blouse – Mohito: HUF 8 995 / Gold watch with turquoise face – Michael Kors: HUF 93 000 /
BALÁZS: Plaid jacket – Laag & Hill, Atelier Torino: HUF 74 990 / Beige vest – Laag & Hill, Club of Gents: HUF 39 990 / White shirt – Catch Boutique: HUF 50 000 /
Beige chino trousers – Griff: HUF 25 980 / Brown leather band watch – Gant: HUF 47 990 / Small pattern decorative handkerchief – Laag & Hill, Striessnig: HUF 8 990 /
NÓRA: Knitted pullover – Gant: HUF 31 990 / Pink blouse – Gant: HUF 23 990 / Cord dress with stars – Benetton: HUF 7 990 / Textured tights – H&M: HUF 3 990 (2 pcs) /
Earrings with stone – Silver Islands, Swarovski: HUF 37 900 (with necklace)
BOTOND: Knitted pullover – Gant: HUF 23 990 / Cotton shirt – H&M: HUF 3 490 / Dark blue cotton trousers – Primigi: HUF 11 899 /
Coloré nature tablecloth – BUTLERS: HUF 19 899 / Walnut ceramics walnut, gold – BUTLERS: HUF 1 990 / Silverlight silver-plated candle holder – BUTLERS: HUF 7 989 /
Rainbow candle, light brown – BUTLERS: HUF 249 / Empire porcelain server – BUTLERS: HUF 1 490 – 2 490 / Kings cutlery set, matte gold – BUTLERS: HUF 4 990 /
Mix it! breakfast bowl, grey – BUTLERS: HUF 1 690 / Grand Couleur wine glass, grey – BUTLERS: HUF 1 490 / Ava glass vase, gold – BUTLERS: HUF 5 990 /
Double-decker biscuit server – Anita Delicate: HUF 8 600 / Biscuit server – Anita Delicate: HUF 11 500 / Heros construction set, 100 pcs, natural wood – Müller: HUF 5 790 /
Pampas grass – Arioso: HUF 150 / Sorghum – Arioso: HUF 150 / Weisst du eigentlich wie… milk chocolate - Müller: HUF 1 090 / Schulte cinnamon star – Müller: HUF 895 /
Biscuits – Bagatellini: Sacher cake: HUF 890, Macarons: HUF 300 /pc, Florentina: HUF 190, Almond ricotta tartlet: HUF 450, Canelles: HUF 120, Mini lemon Kugler: HUF 190 /
Dourthe, Chateau Roumieu Sauternes 2015 (0,375 l) – Bortársaság: HUF 5 350
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Electrolux multi immersion blender

Electrolux metal bowl mixer

DELICIOUSLY EASY
The most exciting part of the holiday season is perhaps the preparations themselves: coming up with surprises,
purchasing gifts, decorating the home, finding the perfect tree, being secretive, and of course preparing the holiday
menu – which does not have to be a hassle. When the family has gathered, they can team up in preparing the dishes
and even the time spent in the kitchen turns into an experience! With the latest smart kitchen appliances and innovative
equipment by AEG, work is quicker than ever, leaving more time for the really important things: for example, each other.
24

For technical innovations, visit the AEG/Electrolux shop at MOM Park.

Golden Glaze plate – BUTLERS: HUF 4 990
Empire cutlery, 4 pieces –
BUTLERS: HUF 5 990

Hang On / decorative acorn, wood –
BUTLERS: HUF 990

Gold snow globe
for sealing bottles –
BUTLERS: HUF 1 490
Gatsby textile napkin
– BUTLERS: HUF 2 490

Drinking glass with golden edge –
BUTLERS: HUF 1 490

SERVING WITH STYLE

Tealight candle holder – BUTLERS: HUF 990

They say enjoying food is partly about the visuals. It does make a difference what sets you place in the table and how.
Setting the table can reflect the stylishness of the holiday because this winter’s collection features dark blue and gold
colours, reminiscent of the night sky. This chic tablewear will create an intimate atmosphere at the table, while the
individual pieces are not only pleasing to the eye but are also practical. Moreover, collection items can be combined easily.
The children can of course also be pleasantly surprised, for example by a funny little figurine.
25

TG PICOLLINO
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FRUCCOLA

RED TUNA FILET

VIETNAMESE BEEF SOUP

Fish courses are a mainstay in festive menus, however,
red tuna is still a rare sight in Hungary, especially when
prepared as a steak – a rose-coloured treat that melts in
the mouth with moderate amounts of salt and pepper.
This is a perfect lunch or a light dinner with baked cherry
tomatoes – a traditional Italian recipe – on the side.

Nothing compares to the comfort of a bowl of hot soup on a chilly day.
Pho, the Vietnamese beef soup, can be delivered as a main course as it is
a very hearty one-course dish: silverside, mushrooms, pakchoi, shoots and
rice noodles are combined. Lime, cardamom, chili and coriander provide its
piquancy.

SPÍLER BUDA

WASABI

SUPERFOOD SALAD

SUSHI MIX

The festive season means successive lavish feasts, with irresistible, sweet
delicacies consumed snacks in between. Spíler’s unbelievably fresh and
aromatic superfood salad with beetroot, sugar peas, soy beans, ricotta and
a citrus dressing is the optimal choice if one seeks to consume flavourful
energy while keeping in mind the tastes the future holds!

At times new tastes are welcome in addition to the usual Christmas
foods. Running sushi is defined by plates arriving to the tables on
conveyor belts, allowing customers to choose from the various
plates according to their taste and eat as they see fit. Seafood and
vegetable sushis are available to sample. We heartily recommend
the duck breast nigiri to gourmets, while quinoa varieties are
available to satisfy the needs of a healthy lifestyle seeker.
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Leclerc Briant Brut Reserve
Champagne
HUF 13 500

Sorelle Bronca Prosecco Difetto
Perfetto Frizzante Sur lie
HUF 6 950

SAUSKA Brut Champagne
HUF 3 950

LUXURY IN A BOTTLE
Superstitions follow New Year’s Eve: it is believed that luck and prosperity will favour those who welcome the first
minutes of the New Year with a glass of expensive beverage. Clinking glasses is made memorable by showing off
with quality champagne to celebrate the moment. The perfect drink is not enough by itself: the festive occasion is
made by spending time with family and friends! Celebrate a Happy New Year with those whom you hold dear!
Find special champagnes at Bortársaság shops!
28

Short necklace with rhinestone
– H&M: HUF 4 990

Necklace with crystals
– Mohito: HUF 2 995

Diamond ring / Forevermark Cornerstones™
collection – Lukács Jewelry

TIMELESS SPARK

Dangling earrings – Reserved: HUF 1 995

Vintage charm earrings – Pandora:
HUF 27 900

The festive season is all about shining and lights, a time when glimmer takes centre stage. It’s not by chance that
vintage-style and rhinestone jewellery that discreetly emphasize the beauty of its wearer enjoys a resurgence in
this season. Revised classics are understated and pronounced: not noticing them is impossible, yet intrusiveness is
avoided! Treasures reminiscing ages past now complete appearances in a modern setting: a thoughtfully selected
necklace, earring, ring or watch is the perfect accessory for you!
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Striped blazer – H&M (Holiday Collection): HUF 9 990

Long earrings – Reserved: HUF 1 995

Faux fur – Mohito: HUF 19 995
Cometa bag – Furla: HUF 94 500
Lola shoes – Liu Jo: HUF 60 590

Paper bag trousers – H&M (Holiday Collection): HUF 5 990

BEYOND THE COMFORT ZONE
New Year’s Eve is the perfect occasion to show your audacious side: almost everything is allowed on the last night of the
year! Those ready to leave their comfort zones may experiment with rhinestone-embroidered dresses, fur extravaganza,
metallic leather or emphasized accessories. Bring your style to the light, forget the rules of everyday fashion and let your
personality loose! What’s over the top on any other day is not nearly enough on a New Year’s Eve!
30

Men’s corduroy trousers – Gant: HUF 56 990

Benvenuto coat – Griff: HUF 119 900
Shirt – H&M (Holiday Collection): HUF 6 990

Ankle boots – H&M (Holiday Collection): HUF 28 990
Tommy Hilfiger belt – Griff: HUF 16 900

SHALL WE DANCE?
Bidding farewell to the year has to be done in style: New Year’s Eve is a perfect occasion for gentlemen to show
off their sense of fashion! While most go with the tried and true, comfort needs to be valued – if everything goes
according to plans, the fun might last until dawn or into the morning! Let the prominent garments an exquisite
accessories take the central role on the last night of the year – wherever one’s invited, these guarantee
a great impression!
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FAREWELL IN DUBAI, NEW START IN BALI
The experience of a splendid vacation provides energy for a long time – should you celebrate the New Year in an
exotic location, your new year is guaranteed to start in the right mood! An exclusive trip to welcome the New Year
in Dubai, among the skyscrapers, and then leave the Emirates to the gorgeous island of Bali in Indonesia to recover
from the festivities. The six-night beach vacation caters for those who love active recreation, since innumerable
optional programmes await them!
Discover the Middle East and the Indonesian archipelago with MOM Park and Vista Travel Agency this winter!

Slingshot men’s jacket – Helly Hansen: HUF 219 990

Skistar women’s jacket – Helly Hansen: HUF 149 990

Ski jacket with fleece lining – H&M: HUF 11 990

READY, SET… LET IT SNOW!
Not knowing when the time for sledding arrives is somewhat magical. Will we
have a white Christmas this year? Or will the first snow fall during the holiday
season, on a slow, relaxed morning? Maybe New Year’s Eve will bring true Winter?
Will a light, powdery snowfall cover the land or will it be fat, gigantic flakes that
block our windows? Whatever may it be, the snowproof, warm and impermeable
equipment and a hardwood sled is to be ready for the adventures!

Agatha Christie
The Mystery
of the Blue Train
Libri Bookstore
348 pages, HUF 2 699
Agatha Christie, the grande dame of crime
fiction, created the character of Hercule
Poirot, the Belgian private detective in 1920.
In The Mystery of the Blue Train, it is again
Poirot who takes up the fight against crime.
When the Blue Train, a favourite among the
rich and famous, arrives at Nice, a guard
attempts to wake Ruth Kettering from her
slumbers. But he is faced with the fact that
she will never wake again—for she has
been brutally murdered. What is more, her
precious jewels are missing, among them the
legendary Russian ruby, the Fiery Heart....

Michelle Marly
COCO Chanel
and the Scent of Love
Libri Bookstore
432 pages, HUF 3 990
Coco Chanel, the dame of Parisian fashion,
already had professional success under
her belt when her personal life underwent
a terrible crisis. The man she loved died in
a car accident and the distraught woman
was unable to cope with loss. In time, she
found something new to live for, setting out
to create an idea she had shared with her
late lover: a Chanel perfume. The miracle
that became Chanel No. 5 was the first step
on a road that led to the discover of the
scent of love.

András Kepes
Gods and Men
Libri Bookstore
238 pages, HUF 3 499
Three Hungarian married couples are stranded
in a Swiss luxury villa. In the threatening shadow
of nature, it is their past and present that is
served alongside with select gourmet delicacies.
The drama of modern man caught in a world
stripped of all moral and rational guidance
looms in their conflicts. Entrapped are not only
persons, but love and sexuality, friendship and
suspicion, ambition and power – and possibly
the chance of dialogue.

BOOK SELECTION

Christopher Lawrence
Symphony of Seduction
Anima Bookstore
272 pages, HUF 2 990

Miklós Vámos
Success Comes Next Time
Anima Bookstore
339 pages, HUF 3 999

Gábor Máté
Theater Diaries
Anima Bookstore
470 pages, HUF 4 299

So far, books have preferred the intimate
secrets of authors, poets, painters among
artists. However, love and romance
obviously played a role in lives of composers
as well, just like in the case of any mortal
man. The work of Christopher Lawrence
provides us a picture how these talented
creative artists (Berlioz, Wagner, Schumann,
Chopin among others) were just as
fallible in this regard as their those who
enthusiastically listen to their works.

The popular author tells us the story of two
Ivans, fans of Beethoven. Miklós Vámos is
a wise man, writing on personal relations,
music, plans in his own manner, while the
spirit of Beethoven is ever-present, not
intrusively, yet emphatically. This book
entertains and teaches at the same time
just as if we were listening to the author
speak himself. The story covers nine years,
each a symphony. A prosaic masterpiece
performed on paper.

This work is a summary of the sincere
confessions of the Kossuth and Jászai Mari
prize winner actor, director, university lecturer
and decorated artist. The reader gets to
know the glimmering and mundane aspects
of the trade and is allowed a peek into the
everyday of the theatrical scene, the conflicts,
successes and rehearsals where the future
performance is given its final form. Reading
the words of Gábor Máté is as if listening to
him talking to us: direct, sincere and humane.

MOVIE SELECTION

S Z Ó L Í T

A Z

Ó C E Á N

HA M A RO S A N A M O Z IK B A N
3D-BEN ÉS

Fans of Transformers are thrilled for good
reason, as the newest story about the
shapeshifters arrives in December! The
injured, fugitive Bumblebee finds refuge in
a California beach town’s scrapyard, but he
does not expect to encounter the 18-year old
Charlie...
Premiers on: 20 December 2018
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What started out as the unlikely friendship
of a teenage Viking and a terrible Night Fury
dragon in 2010 has grown into an overarching
trilogy. Hiccup has grown a manly beard since
Part 1 and has become the chief of the village,
with Astrid at his side, while we welcome
back Toothless as the leader of the dragons.
The friendship of our heroes continues
unbroken, but now a new danger puts them
to the test: a female Night Fury appears...
Premiers on: 21 February 2019

-BEN IS

The DC Universe presents yet another epic
superhero movie this winter: this time we can
enjoy is the story of Aquaman, already known
from Justice League, getting an entire feature.
When Arthur Curry discovers he is the heir
to the underwater kingdom of Atlantis, he
becomes responsible for the Crown and has
to lead his people in battle if he wants to save
the world from danger...
Premiers on: 13 December 2018
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